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This term was again dominated, albeit not exclusively, by Covid 19 related issues, and
we are indebted to UCET members for keeping us in touch with developments and with
questions that need to be addressed. All communications have fed directly into ongoing
discussions we have been having with DfE, OfSTED, the Welsh Government and
others, with the results noticeable in subsequent policy announcements.
UCET, NASBTT and other organisations pressed DfE to extend the relaxations made to
the ITE requirements for 2019/20 to be extended into 2020/21 and for further
adjustments to be made in terms of entry requirements in respect of GSCEs and first
degrees. Although requirements relating to the number of days that student teachers
spend in school already include a degree of flexibility (because the requirement reacts to
programme design rather that to actual days spent in school) other relaxations are
needed to allow ITE providers to respond flexibly to new and changing circumstances.
A particular issue is that of the likely shortage of school placements next year. A
survey of UCET and NASBTT members found that:




124 ITE providers had at least some of their schools withdraw from partnerships in
2020/21
84% of providers were concerned about placement availability in 2020/21
45% had, or were considering, closing recruitment for 2020/21 because of placement
difficulties, at a time when the sector is experiencing the biggest increase in ITE
applications for many years.

Further details of the survey results can be found in a Schools Week article at:
https://schoolsweek.co.uk/recruitment-fears-as-schools-withdraw-training-placements/.
The following relaxations, following the lobbying undertaken, in respect of 2020/21 were
announced on 4 June:




The removal of the expectation that trainees train to teach in at least two schools;
The removal of the requirement for a trainee to have met the standards across
the full and ability range of training, and
The removal of the expectation that training programmes cover no fewer than four
school years.

Flexibility that gives 2020/21 students until 30 November 2020 to demonstrate they meet
the GCSE entry requirements was formally also announced on 4 June, although

informally communicated earlier. A decision relating to degree entry requirements is still
awaited.
A summary of DFE decisions and advice in relation to ITE and Covid 19 can be found at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-initial-teachertraining-itt/coronavirus-covid-19-initial-teacher-training-itt.
As well as an extension of relaxations made to the ITE requirements into 2020/21, we
also argued for financial support to be made available to those students who completed
their ITE programmes in 2019/20 but who could not, because of the absence of
placement opportunities, be deemed to be on the required trajectory towards meeting
the teacher standards. On Saturday 6 June DfE announced that the provision of course
extension funding for students and ITE providers in respect of those not on a trajectory
to achieve QTS I 201920. Key points include:
1. £1,300 per month for student teachers for a maximum period of 5 months and a
total of £6,500
2. £750 per student teacher for providers for a maximum of 4 months and £3,000.
Full guidance can be found at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/funding-ittcoronavirus-covid-19-course-extensions-2019-to-2020/coronavirus-covid-19-itt-courseextensions-funding-manual-2019-to-2020-academic-year
We are grateful to all our colleagues who responded to the various UCET surveys we
carried out since lockdown began. The results can be found at:






QTS trajectory assessments: https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11799/covid-19-qtsassessments
Revised recruitment and interview processes for 2020/21:
https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11795/covid-19-recruitment-processes-for-20202021secondary
PCET programme design: https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11793/covid-19-pcet-examples
PCET deferrals, professional standards and minimum core:
https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11969/covid-19-ucet-advice-on-pcet-deferrals-professionalstandards-and-minimum-core-requirements
Covid 19 related adjustments to CPD programmes:
https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11797/covid-19-cpd-survey

We are planning a further survey on institutional plans to re-structure programmes next
year through, for example, the front-loading of taught components, and the delivery of
more blended and on-line learning and the re-timing of school placements.
In the normal course of events, UCET members would have been planning for the
introduction of the new OfSTED inspection framework from January next year
(UCET’s response to the consultation can be found at:
https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11662/ucets-response-to-the-current-consultation-on-the-newite-inspection-framework) and the introduction, in an appropriately critical way, of the
Core Content Framework in September 2020. We have argued strongly that ITE
providers and their partner schools have more important priorities at the moment than to
engage with these, albeit important, issues and asked for both of them to be delayed by
at least 12 months. In the event, it has been confirmed that both will go ahead to normal
timescales, although the new inspection framework
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-teacher-training-inspections-to-focus-on-theite-curriculum?utm_source=d27f3163-a9a7-48e9-97ca-

9c2f6dac7ff2&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuknotifications&utm_content=immediate does acknowledge that it might not be possible to
fully deliver ambitious new ITE curricula. We do not think this rather modest flexibility
goes far enough, and our advice to the membership is to do what they can in respect of
planning for the new frameworks, but not at the expense of addressing more important
priorities. A copy of our full statement can be found at:
https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11973/ucet-statement-on-the-core-content-framework-andofsted-inspection-framework-23rd-june-2020
The Government has confirmed that plans for national roll-out of the Early Career
Framework in September 2021 will go ahead, following on from this year’s pilots. While
we welcome the overdue focus on early professional development for new teachers, we
would have preferred that funding was made available to accredited ITE providers to
allow them to provide informed tailored early CPD support to those graduating from their
ITE providers. Also on CPD, we were pleased to circulate resources kindly made
available by the Chartered College to support new teachers.
We are grateful to everyone who contributed to discussions about the new UCET
strategy, which will guide us through the next five years. The strategy document, which
draws heavily on the work of the Intellectual Base of Teacher education Group, can be
found at: https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11675/intellectual-base-of-teacher-education-reportupdated-february-2020 Following from the new strategy, UCET is in the process of
establishing a cross-sector group comprising all key players from across education to
discuss the content, shape and structure of teacher education as we move into a new
era. We will keep UCET members fully informed about the work of the group once it has
been established.
In Wales, USCET has been meeting regularly with colleagues from the Welsh
Government, Estyn and the EWC and these discussions have led directly to the issuing
of two pieces of government advice about the ITE requirements and accreditation
criteria, which can be found at: https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11669/coronavirus-welshgovernment-advice-update-30032020 and https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11967/covid-19wales_additional-ite-provider-advice-june-2020 We have also written to the minister to
request the extension of flexibilities into 2020/21 and a copy of the letter can be found at:
https://www.ucet.ac.uk/11549/jnr-letter-to-kirsty-williams-minister-for-education-walesite-entry-requirements The USCET Cymru PCET sub-group also met with relevant
Welsh Government colleagues. In Northern Ireland UCETNI brokered a meeting
between all ITE providers and representatives of relevant government departments and
agencies, while in Scotland Jackie Moses has represented UCET at meetings of the
Scottish Deans of Education.
UCET forums and committees have of course been meeting on-line and will continue
to do so next term, when we plan to reintroduce symposia in addition to the normal
forum meetings. This has been a learning experience for us all, and one which has
proved invaluable. There will in fact be scope to be more flexible on meeting dates and
possibly to have additional meetings and establish new groups, such as the Covid 19
implications group established by members of the Research & International Forum.
The 3-4 November UCET conference will also be on-line, and we are in touch with
expert colleagues to make it a bit more special than just another Zoom event. Keynotes
will include: Ian Menter (Oxford) & Jo Helgetun (UC Louvair); Mark Boylan (SHU);
Joseph Mintz (UCL) & Peter Hicks (MMU); Paul Howard-Jones (bath Spa); and Jo
McIntyre (Nottingham) & Clare Brooks (UCL). The attendance fee will be at the much

reduced rate of £25 for the full event or £15 for a single day. Registration is open at:
https://www.ucet.ac.uk/conference
Social distancing and the ban on unnecessary travel did not prevent UCET from
representing the sector at the usual range of meetings with external bodies. Meetings
with DfE were of course taking place on a weekly basis, sometimes more. Other
meetings included: OfSTED; NATRE; the ICET Board; the Teacher Selection Project
Team at York University; NCETM; ONVU; the Society for Education & Training; the
Chartered College; the ICET Board; the Scottish Deans of Teacher Education; and
UCAS. JNR was also delighted to present at a NASBTT conference on ITE for
September 2020 and beyond.
UCET held a series of elections this year to some important positions. New postholders
include:











Pat Black (elected Executive Committee member)
Bryony Black (ITE secondary Vice Chair)
Clare Brooks (elected Executive Committee member)
Sean Cavan (elected Executive Committee member, change of position)
Hazel Bryan (R&I Chair)
Paul Vare (CPD Chair)
Jenny Wynn (ITE Secondary Chair)
Rachel Lofthouse (elected member, change of position).
Heather Smith (R&I Vice Chair)
Spencer Hennessey (SRG Chair)

Our thanks go to John Luker, Moyra Boland, David Littlefair, Simon Thompson, Jim
Pugh, Alison Winson, Caroline Daly, Julie Greer, and Linda la Velle who will be ending
their UCET terms of appointment.
Wishing all colleagues as good a summer as is possible.
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